
 

Hi there! 

We're midway through November? Wait. How did we get here?! Wasn't it just March? 

Or maybe June?    

With 2023 just over the horizon, we want to make sure you've got the strategy and energy you 

need to head into January. Yes, we said it: January! 

Let us help you think through your employee experience and internal communications to set your 

organization up for success in this current environment of conflicting priorities. Here are some 

ideas for your consideration.  

 

Crystal Jeffs, Integral's Vice President of Employee Experience & 

Operations, has shared some of her thoughts in a recent blog post, 

Employee experience during tech layoffs, a projected recession, and 

worries about in action. 

Crystal and the team at Integral are here to chat if you need to talk 

over any of this. Coffee is on us. 
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Giving thanks & appreciation   
Appreciating your employees and co-workers is a powerful tool. Why? 

Because mindset is linked to how employees feel about their career 

outlook and experience their day-to-day culture. 

Sure, some people wonder why they need to thank people for doing 

their job, a job they’re paid to do. But that idea undermines the very 

human need people have for feeling valued, included, informed, and 

heard.  

Integral believes that an organization's most important public is its 

employees. Our Employee Activation Index explored employee 

attitudes about company values, digital transformation, politics in 

the workplace, and more.   

Our findings reinforced that positive culture and actions are linked 

to a positive mindset. And a positive mindset is built from positive 

interactions with co-workers—which leads to better results for the 

organization than an organization where employees feel 

uninformed, excluded, and disengaged.  

Download the 2022 Integral Employee Activation Index. Then let us 

know if it would help to have us walk you through the 

findings that have implications for your workforce. 

Give us a shout! Drop us an email.  

The current environment blends remote, hybrid, and on-site work 

with multiple generations and a wide range of attitudes and 

experiences. Organizations must adapt. Which demands that we 

reimagine who we will be in this new reality. 
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Recently Forbes published a thought piece by Integral CEO, 

Ethan McCarty on rethinking the employee experience.  

Ethan shares insights on how to create intentional employee 

experiences that address employee needs and concerns, such as:  

Values Alignment 

Filling Leadership Gaps 

Virtual Communities 

More Employee Data Available Custom 

Employee Experiences 

Let us know how you're rethinking the employee journey and 

experience. Drop us a line!  

Don't Panic! But the clock is running 

down on 2022. (We know you know!) 
With a mere few weeks left before the chimes ring in 2023, how 

will your team celebrate their success? Understand the impact 

they’ve had together? Get energized for the new year? 

One thing Integral does well is to bring people together. 

Taylor Shawver, Integral's Vice President of Strategy & Culture leads 

engagements with clients to create long-term strategies that work 

and inspire employee behaviors. Part of this includes bringing teams 

together to re ect, connect, and plan for the future ahead. 

Are you looking for a way to celebrate the past year in order to 

inspire a celebration-worthy start to January? We've got some fun 

(and smart) ideas we're happy to share with you. 

Download the list. 

We have a whole lot more in our proverbial back pocket, so if you're 

curious, let us know. We'd love to be able to help your team.    
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“My hunch is that joy is an ember for or precursor 
to wild and unpredictable and transgressive and 
unboundaried solidarity. And that solidarity might 
incite further joy. Which might incite further 
solidarity.”  

- Ross Gay, Inciting Joy 

 

Finish 2022 Strong. Kick-off 2023 with power. Integral is here to 

help you talk through innovative and practical ways you and 

your team can get a head start on 2023. We can also get your 

work on the books while you spend down your 2022 budget 

now. 

What can we do for you? 

 

Facing challenges within your organization? Team Integral is here to help you talk through those 

challenges and discover possible solutions to address employee experience, culture & change, 

communications, and digital transformation.  

We’re just a click away. We'd be glad to help!  
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